
SHOULD PERFORMANCE ENHANCING DRUGS BE ACCEPTED

The use of performance enhancing drugs in the modern Olympics is on record . If motorbikes were allowed, it would still
be a good sport, but it would no longer.

For most players, it becomes a matter of livelihood. The amount of the drug being taken will just increase and
the end game will be an activity that is increasingly violent, Extreme and full of drug addicts. Pros and those
who emulate them will be driven to use drugs in doses and combinations no scientist has ever studied. To
become a professional athlete it is extremely difficult. Amateur athletes, including high school and perhaps
younger participants, look to their heroes for examples of how to succeed in sport. Change in pain severity
with open label venlafaxine use in patients with a depressive symptomatology: an observational study in
primary care. With more people taking drugs and the physical and psychological damage affecting them,
Athletes will retire faster and people may stop watching games. At this point whoever has the best technology
available for them has a clear advantage. With now everyone taking the drug whether they want to or not, This
vicious cycle just gets bigger. Overall I personally think non harmful drug should be legal in the games but in
the end I think the choice is up to the athletes themselves. Home Page. If so, who is ethically responsible to
define this subtle issue and enforce fair policy? It is also no surprise that this dramatic increase temporally
coincided with the Mitchell investigation. It is time that the burgeoning field of sport psychiatry answers the
call. Join the debate by leaving a comment below with your opinion. The average age a professional athlete
retires is about  When I first asked elite athletes more than 30 years ago why drugs were being used, the
answer was unequivocal: Whatever reservations you might have, no one wants to give up a competitive
advantage, especially to someone who might not be as talented or dedicated as you but can get enough of an
edge from drugs to beat you. What side you take in the debate over performance- enhancing drugs in sports
depends on values, explains Francisco Javier Lopez Frias, a sports and ethics professor at Penn State
University. Take baseball, the sport that made steroids and human growth hormone HGH famous, and it
becomes clearer why advocates for the legalization of performance-enhancing drugs exist. However, with the
continuing advancement of medicine and particularly the application of psychotropic medicines, the sports
psychiatrist will need to become an integral player in this complex social, moral, and medical drama. In some
sports in some eras, nearly every competitor was doping: how else could an athlete have a shot at winning?
Beta-adrenoceptor blockade and exercise: Effects on endurance and physical training.


